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ABSTRACT
Discrete event simulations (DES) are central to exploration of “what-if” scenarios in many domains including networks, storage devices, and chip design. Accurate simulation of dynamically varying behavior of large components in these domains requires the DES engines to be scalable and adaptive in order to complete simulations in a reasonable time. This paper takes a step towards development of such a simulation engine by redesigning ROSS, a parallel DES engine in MPI, in Charm++, a parallel programming framework based on the concept of message-driven migratable objects managed by an adaptive runtime system. In this paper, we first show that the programming model of Charm++ is highly suitable for implementing a PDES engine such as ROSS. Next, the design and implementation of the Charm++ version of ROSS is described and its benefits are discussed. Finally, we demonstrate the performance benefits of the Charm++ version of ROSS over its MPI counterpart on IBM’s Blue Gene/Q supercomputers. We obtain up to 40% higher event rate for the PHOLD benchmark on two million processes, and improve the strong-scaling of the dragonfly network model to 524,288 processes with up to 5× speed up at lower process counts.

1. INTRODUCTION
Discrete event simulations (DES) are a key component of predictive analysis tools. For example, network designers often deploy DES to study strengths and weaknesses of different network topologies. Similarly, the chip design process makes heavy use of DES to find the optimal layout of the circuit on a new chip. As the complexity of such analyses increases over time, either due to the larger number of components being studied or due to higher accuracy requirement, the capability of DES engines also needs to increase proportionately. Parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) holds promise for fulfilling these expectations by taking advantage of parallel computing. Many scientific domains, e.g. cosmology [22], biophysics [27], computational chemistry [14], etc., have already exploited parallel computing to great effect. Thus, it is natural that PDES should be explored to match the growing requirements posed by domains of interest.

Development of scalable PDES engines and models is a difficult task with many important differences from common High Performance Computing (HPC) applications, which are predominantly from the science and engineering domain. First, while the interaction pattern of common HPC applications can be determined apriori, the communication pattern in most PDES models is difficult to predict. The communication in PDES models is also more likely to be one-sided, i.e. the source entity may create work or data for a destination without the destination expecting it. Second, typical PDES models are asynchronous and do not have a predetermined time step; simulated entities are allowed to proceed through the simulation at a pace dictated by the availability of work. In contrast, many common HPC applications perform iterative operations with similar work repeated across iterations. Third, unlike common HPC applications, the amount of computation per communication byte is typically low for PDES models.

Due to the unique features of PDES described above, MPI [2], the de-facto standard for parallel programming, may not be the best fit for developing PDES engines and models. This is because MPI is suitable for synchronous models of parallel programming based on two-sided and collective communication. Support for one-sided indeterministic communication, as required by PDES, is limited in MPI [15]. Moreover, long running complex models may require load balancing and checkpointing infrastructure, both of which are programmer’s responsibility in MPI. Despite these limitations, Rensselaer’s Optimistic Simulation System (ROSS) [6], a PDES engine implemented using MPI, has been shown to be highly scalable for homogeneous models with low communication volume [5].

For models with heavy communication and high complexity, the capabilities and performance of the MPI version of ROSS exhibit limitations. To overcome these limitations, a new version of ROSS is being designed and implemented on top of Charm++ [4], a parallel programming paradigm which is a better fit for performing PDES. Powered by an intelligent adaptive runtime system, Charm++ is an alternative method for developing parallel programs based on object-oriented programming in contrast to MPI’s processor based programming. Several large scale scientific applications, including NAMD [27], ChaNGa [22], EpiSimdemics [31] and OpenAtom [16], have been developed in...
CHARM++. Additionally, the Parallel Object-oriented Simulation Environment (POSE) [30] is a PDES engine implemented as a DSL on top of Charm++ which explores various scheduling and load balancing techniques but is ultimately limited by poor sequential performance. In this paper, we describe our experience and results related to the Charm++ version of ROSS. The main contributions of this work are:

- **Suitability of Charm++** for implementing a PDES engine in general, and ROSS in particular, is demonstrated.
- **A Charm++ version of ROSS** is presented along with a detailed description of its design and implementation.
- **Features and benefits** of the Charm++ version of ROSS are presented.
- **Superior performance** of the Charm++ version of ROSS over its MPI counterpart is shown on two models running on IBM’s Blue Gene/Q supercomputers:
  1. 40% higher event rate is obtained for the PHOLD benchmark on two million processes.
  2. Strong-scaling of the dragonfly network model for simulating different communication patterns is improved to 524,288 processes with up to $5 \times$ speed up at lower process count.

2. BACKGROUND

CHARM++ [4] and ROSS [5] are central to the work presented in this paper. This section first provides an overview of PDES, followed by details of its concrete implementation in ROSS. Finally we introduce Charm++ and discuss why it is a good fit for PDES.

2.1 PDES

A DES system consists of Logical Processes (LPs) and events. LPs represent the entities within the simulation and encapsulate the majority of simulation state. Changes within DESs are driven by execution of events that are communicated from one LP to another at specific points in virtual time. In order to obtain a correct simulation, the events must be executed in timestamp order, i.e. causality violations should not happen wherein an event with higher timestamp is executed before an event with a lower timestamp.

For a sequential DES, the simulation progresses in a very straightforward manner: the pending event with the lowest timestamp is processed by its receiving LP. As each successive event is processed, simulation time moves forward. After an event is successfully processed, its memory can be reclaimed by the simulation system.

In PDES, special care must be taken to ensure the correct ordering of events. The LP objects are distributed across concurrent processes with events traversing across the network. Therefore, parallel simulators must handle inter-node communication as well as maintain global synchronization to avoid causality violations. There are two main schools of thought on how to avoiding causality violations in PDES: conservative and optimistic [13, 17, 26]. In a conservative synchronization algorithm, events can only be executed if there is a guarantee that it will not result in a causality violation. In optimistic algorithms, events are executed speculatively and if a causality violation does eventually occur, the simulation engine must recover from it.

In this paper our focus is on the optimistic Time Warp algorithm proposed by Jefferson et al. [17]. In Time Warp, when a causality violation is detected, states of the relevant LPs are reverted to a point in time before the causality violation occurred. This process is referred to as rollback. Once an LP has rolled back to a previous point in virtual time, it is allowed to resume forward execution. In order to correctly rollback an LP, the simulation engine needs to store history information about that LP, which causes an increase in the memory footprint of the program. To mitigate this, the simulation engine periodically synchronizes and computes the Global Virtual Time (GVT). The GVT is a point in virtual time which every LP has safely progressed to, and therefore memory used to store the history before the GVT can safely be reclaimed by the simulator.

2.2 ROSS

ROSS is a framework for performing parallel discrete event simulations. It has demonstrated highly scalable, massively parallel event processing capability for both conservative and optimistic synchronization approaches [5, 6, 8, 20, 25]. For optimistic execution, ROSS mitigates Time Warp state-saving overheads via reverse computation [9]. In this approach, rollback is realized by performing the inverse of the individual operations that were executed in the event’s forward execution. This reduces the need to explicitly store prior LP state, leading to efficient memory utilization.

Most recently, ROSS optimistic event processing has demonstrated super-linear performance for the PHOLD benchmark using nearly 2 million Blue Gene/Q cores on the 120 rack Sequoia supercomputer system located at LLNL [5]. Barnes et al. obtained 97x speedup at 120 racks from a base configuration of 2 racks for a PHOLD model configured with over 250 million LPs. The peak event rate was in excess of 500 billion events-per-second. PHOLD configurations similar to the one used in Barnes et al. [5] have been used in the results section of this paper.

Using ROSS’s massively parallel simulation capability, many HPC system models have been developed as part of a DOE co-design project for future exascale systems. These include models for the torus and dragonfly networks and the DOE CODES storage simulation framework. The torus model has been shown to simulate 1 billion torus nodes at 123 billion events per second on an IBM Blue Gene/P system [19]. The dragonfly model has been scaled to simulate 50 million nodes, with a peak event rate of 1.33 billion events/second using 64K processes on a Blue Gene/Q system [25]. We use a similar dragonfly model in the results section of this paper as was used by Mubarak et al. in [25].

2.3 Charm++

CHARM++ is a parallel programming framework which consists of an adaptive runtime system that manages migratable objects communicating asynchronously with each other. Like MPI, it is available on all major HPC platforms and takes advantage of native messaging routines when possible for better performance. Applications developed for Charm++ are written primarily in C++ with a small amount of boiler-plate code to inform the runtime system of the main application entities (C++ objects).

Unlike MPI, Charm++ is more than just a messaging layer for applications. It contains a powerful runtime system that aims to remove some of the burden of parallel program-
ming from the application developer by taking care of tasks such as location management, adaptive overlap of computation and communication, and object migration. Broadly speaking, the primary attributes of Charm++ that we hope to leverage in PDES are: object-level decomposition, asynchrony, message-driven execution, and migratability.

In Charm++, the application domain is decomposed into work and data units, implemented as C++ objects called chares, that perform the computation required by the application. Thus, the programmers are free to write their applications in work units natural to the problem being solved, instead of being forced to design the application in terms of cores or processes. An application may also have many different kinds of chares for different types of tasks. Note that the user is free to choose the number of chares and is not bound by the number of cores or processes. Figure 1 (left) shows a collection of 6 chares of two different types labeled A, B, C, D, E, and F. Arrows represent communication between chares. This freedom of decomposition is highly suitable for implementing PDES engines and models since they typically have simulated entities of different types whose work and count is determined by the model being simulated.

The runtime system is responsible for mapping the chares defined by an application to cores and processes on which they are executed. The chares interact with each other asynchronously in a one-sided manner: the senders send messages to the destinations and continue with their work without waiting for a synchronous response. This mode of communication is a direct match to the type of communication exhibited by a typical PDES. Figure 1 (right) shows a potential mapping of the 6 chares to specific hardware resources. The runtime system keeps track of the location of each chare and handles sending messages across the network when communicating chares are mapped to different hardware resources.

In Charm++, chares are message-driven entities, i.e., a chare is scheduled and executed only when it has a message to process from itself or from other chares. Being message-driven makes chares an ideal candidate for representing the entities modeled in a PDES. This is because LPs in a PDES are also typically driven by events that are sent to them. In Figure 1 (right), we see that each process maintains a queue of all messages directed to it’s local chares. The runtime system removes messages from these queues, and executes appropriate method on each message’s destination chare.

Finally, the chares in Charm++ are migratable, i.e., the runtime system can move the chares from one process to another. Moreover, since chares are the only entities visible to the application and the notion of processes is hidden from the application, the migration of chares can be done automatically by the runtime system. This allows the runtime system to enable features such as dynamic load balancing, checkpoint/restart, and fault tolerance with very little effort by the application developer. Complex PDES models can take advantage of these features, thus providing a solution to problems posed by long running dynamic models.

3. DESIGN OF THE CHARM++ VERSION OF ROSS

In order to demonstrate the benefits an asynchronous message-driven paradigm can have for PDES, we have created a version of ROSS built on top of Charm++. Our focus is on improving the parallel performance and taking advantage of features provided by Charm++ (Section 2.3), while keeping the PDES logic and ROSS API as intact as possible. The design and implementation of the Charm++ version of ROSS can be divided into five segments, each of which are described in this section: parallel decomposition, scheduler, communication infrastructure, global virtual time (GVT) calculation, and user API.

3.1 Parallel Decomposition

As described in Section 2.1, a typical PDES consists of LPs that represent and simulate entities defined by the model. Whenever an event is available for an LP, the LP is executed. This execution may result in generation of more events for the given LP or other LPs. In the MPI version of ROSS, three main data structures are used to implement this process as shown in Figure 2 (left): Processing Element (PE), Kernel Processes (KP), and Logical Process (LP).

There is a single PE per MPI rank with three main responsibilities. First, the PE manages event memory of its MPI rank with a queue of preallocated events. Second, the PE maintains a heap of pending events sent to LPs on its MPI rank. Third, the PE contains data used when coordinating the GVT computation across all MPI ranks.

KPs are used primarily to aggregate history storage of multiple LPs into a single object to optimize fossil collection. This history consists of events that have been executed by an LP. Fossil collection refers to freeing up the memory occupied by the events that occurred before the current GVT.

LPs are the key component in actually defining the behavior of a specific model. They contain model-specific state and event handlers as defined by the model writer, in addition to storing some meta-data used by ROSS such as their globally unique ID. The pending events received for LPs are stored with the PEs while the events that have been executed by the LPs are stored with the KPs.

The organization of ROSS in MPI, as described above, is mainly driven by the process-based model typical of MPI programs. On each MPI process, there is a single flow of control managing the interaction between a single PE and a collection of KPs and LPs as shown in Figure 2 (left). None of these application entities are recognized by MPI, and hence are managed as passive sequential objects that rely on the MPI process for scheduling and communication.

Decomposition with Charm++: As shown in Figure 2 (right), the Charm++ version of ROSS consists of three key entities: LPs, LP Chares, and PE Managers. The role
and implementation of LPs is same as the MPI version of ROSS in order to preserve the user-level API of ROSS.

LP Chares now encapsulate everything an LP needs to execute. They contain the LPs themselves, which as before hold model-specific state and event handlers, in addition to storing both the pending and past events of its LPs. The charm runtime system is aware of LP Chares and allows communication of events directly between LP Chares. Upon receiving an event, an LP Chare handles any causality violations or event cancellations by performing the necessary rollbacks, and enqueues the new event into its pending queue. This removes the need for event storage at the PE and KP level. The mapping of LPs to LP Chares is left to the user so that a model-appropriate scheme can be used, but the mapping of LP Chares to hardware resources is handled by the runtime system. This also allows the runtime system to migrate LPs as needed which enables features such as checkpointing and dynamic load balancing.

PE Managers are implemented as special chares in Charm++ which guarantee a single PE Manager chare per process. Similar to PEs in the MPI version, PE Managers still manage event memory and coordinate the computation of GVT; however, they no longer store pending events. Instead, PE Managers maintain a pending LP heap and a processed LP heap, both of which store pointers to LP Chares. The pending heap is stored based on the timestamp of the oldest processed event of each LP Chare, and the processed heap is sorted based on the timestamp of the oldest processed event of each LP Chare. The ROSS scheduler is now integrated into the PE Managers and utilizes these LP Chare queues to coordinate event execution and fossil collection among chares co-located with a given PE Manager. By integrating the ROSS scheduler into the PE Manager, the Charm++ runtime system is now aware of the ROSS scheduler. The changes to the ROSS scheduler are described in more detail in the next section.

**Expected cost of basic operations:** In the MPI version, the expected cost to add, remove, or execute an event is 
\[
\log \frac{N}{C}
\]
where \(C\) is the number of chares on the processor/core. In some cases, the addition or removal of an event requires updating the PE Manager-level heaps which incurs an additional \(\log C\) operation. Thus, the expected cost to add, remove, or execute an event in the Charm++ version is at most \(\log \frac{N}{C} + \log C = \log N\).

### 3.2 Scheduling

In the MPI version of ROSS, the scheduler is simply a function called from `main` after the initialization is completed. There are three types of schedulers supported in the MPI version: sequential, conservative, and optimistic. Figure 3a provides a code snippet that shows the simplified implementation of the optimistic scheduler, which is almost always the preferred option for ROSS. The scheduler is primarily an infinite loop that polls the network for driving the communication, performs rollbacks if they are needed, executes events on LPs in batches of size `batch_size`, and performs GVT computation if needed. In the conservative mode, the rollback step is skipped, while in the sequential mode only event execution happens.

As discussed in the previous section, the schedulers in the Charm++ version of ROSS have been promoted from regular C functions to methods on PE Manager chares. The runtime system schedules all chares, include PE Managers, based on availability of messages for them to process, so the schedulers are implemented as messages to PE Managers. Again, we will focus our detailed discussion on the optimistic scheduler. As shown in Figure 3b, the Charm++ version of the scheduler has two main tasks: event execution and GVT computation. Unlike the MPI version, the scheduler no longer does network polling (which is now handled by the runtime system), and no longer deals with event queuing or rollbacks (which are now handled by the LP Chares).

When a simulation begins, all PE Managers receive a message that triggers execution of `execute_events` method. During normal execution, this involves delegating control to LP Chares for event execution by using the pending LP heap, and then sending a message, say \(M\), that should trigger execution of `execute_events` on the PE Manager. The message \(M\) is added to the runtime system’s queue, and when the execution of `execute_events` is complete, control returns to
the runtime system. At this point, the runtime system may perform other tasks such as polling the network or execute methods on other chares based on its queue. Eventually when the message $M$ reaches the top of the runtime system’s queue, `execute_events` is executed again on the PE.

During the execution of `execute_events`, if it is time to compute the GVT, `start_gvt()` is called instead of sending the message that triggers execution of `execute_events`. This starts the asynchronous computation of the GVT, which is described in more detail in Section 3.4. When the GVT computation is complete, a message to trigger execution of `gvt_done` is sent to PE Managers, which results in delegation of control to the LP Chares to do fossil collection. Finally, a message to trigger execution of `execute_events` is sent to resume forward progress.

### 3.3 Communication Infrastructure

ROSS requires communication across processes to deliver events generated by LPs on one process for LPs on different processes. In the MPI version of ROSS, the delivery of events is performed using point-to-point communication routines in MPI. Since MPI’s point-to-point communication is two-sided, this requires both the sender and the receiver to make MPI calls. The complexity and inefficiency in this process stems from the fact that the events are generated based on the model instance being simulated, and thus the communication pattern is not known apriori. Whenever an LP, say `srcLP`, generates an event for another LP, say `destLP`, the process which hosts `destLP` is computed using simple static algebraic calculations and the sender process issue a non-blocking `MPI_Isend` to it. Since the communication pattern is not known ahead of time, all MPI processes post non-blocking receives that can match to any incoming message (using `MPI_ANY_TAG` and `MPI_ANY_SOURCE`). Periodically, the scheduler performs network polling to test if new messages have arrive for LPs on the current process. Both these actions, posting of receives that match to any receive and periodic polling, lead to high overheads.

In the CHARM++ version of ROSS, both LPs and the events they generate are encapsulated in LP Chares which the runtime system knows about. Hence, when an LP Chare issues an event for the another LP Chare, the runtime takes the ownership of the event and delivers it to the destination LP Chare without the involvement of PE Manager. This also means that each LP Chare can detect its own causality violations as soon as it receives events, and take the appropriate course of action immediately. The runtime also performs the lookup of the process that actually owns each LP Chare automatically and does not require any additional support from ROSS. This automation is extremely useful for cases where LPs are load balanced across processes, and their owner processes cannot be computed using simple algebraic calculation. Moreover, since CHARM++’s programming model is one-sided and message driven, there is no need to post receives in advance.

### 3.4 GVT Computation

Computation of the GVT requires finding the minimum active timestamp in the simulation. Hence, while computing the GVT, all of the events and anti-events (events that cancel an older event) which have not been executed yet have to be taken into consideration. This implies that any event that has been sent by a process must be received at its destination before the GVT is computed. Without such a guarantee, we are at the risk of not accounting for events that are in transit. Alternatively, a sender process can account for the events it sends out in the GVT computation. However, this scheme leads to additional overhead of explicit acknowledgment for every event received by the destination processes to the sender processes, and hence is inferior in terms of performance to the former scheme.

In the MPI version of ROSS, to guarantee that all events are accounted for the ROSS engine maintains two counters: events sent, and event received. When the GVT is to be computed, all execution of events stops and ROSS makes a series of `MPI_Allreduce` calls interspersed with polling of the network to guarantee communication progress. Once the global sum of the two counters match, all events are accounted for, and the global minimum timestamp of these events becomes the new GVT. Then ROSS resets the counters, performs fossil collection, and resumes event execution.

In the CHARM++ version of ROSS, we have simplified the computation of the GVT by replacing the above mentioned mechanism with a call to CHARM++’s efficient asyn-

---

```cpp
//main control loop in PE
void scheduler() {
    while(1) {
        poll_network(); /* drive communication */
        if (rollback if cancellation event)
            rollback if event(s) with old timestamp
        for (i=0; i<batch_size; i++) {
            // execute events directly on LPs
        }
        if (ready_for_gvt) {
            do_gvt();
            // perform fossil collection on KPs
        }
    }
}
```

(a) MPI Version : PE drives the execution.

```cpp
void PEManager::execute_events() {
    for (i=0; i<batch_size; i++) {
        /* delegate control to LP Chares */
        for event execution */
    }
    if (ready_for_gvt)
        start_gvt();
    else
        // self-send an execute_events() message
}
void PEManager::gvt_done() {
    /* delegate control to LP Chares */
    for fossil collection */
    // self-send an execute_events() message
}
```

(b) CHARM++ Version: PE Manager is one of the chares scheduled when work is available for it.

---

Figure 3: Simplified versions of the role of PE in optimistic mode.
chronous quiescence detection (QD) library [1, 28]. The QD library automatically keeps track of all communication in a CHARM++ application, and invokes an application specified callback function when the global sum of initiated sends matches the global sum of the receives. The efficiency of the QD library is due to overlap of the library’s execution with application progress obtained by performing asynchronous non-blocking communication in the background. Once it is time to compute the GVT, event execution is stopped while ROSS waits for QD to complete. During QD the runtime continues polling the network and delivering messages to chares as normal. Once quiescence is reached, the GVT is computed via a global reduction, and the PE Manager does fossil collection and restarts event execution. Because of the flexibility in QD and the asynchrony of the runtime system there are further opportunities to reduce the synchronization cost of QD computation discussed in Section 4.4.1.

3.5 User API and Porting Models

One of the major goals when writing the CHARM++ version of ROSS was preserving the existing user API. By making minimal changes to the user API, we hope to make the porting process for models written for the MPI version of ROSS simple and minimalistic. To port a model from the MPI version to the CHARM++ version of ROSS, the majority of changes are performed in the startup code where the model is initialized. Once the simulation of the model begins, the logical behavior of the CHARM++ version is exactly same as the MPI version, and hence there is often no change needed in the LP event handlers or reverse event handlers. Among the startup changes, the primary change is related to LP mapping. In the MPI version, there are two mapping functions. One of them is used during startup to create LPs on the calling PE, and decide their local storage offset, KP it belongs to, and type of LP it is. The second mapping function is used during execution to determine the PE on which an LP with a given ID exists.

In the CHARM++ version, since LPs are no longer bound to PEs, four mapping functions have to be defined to provide equivalent functionality w.r.t. LP Chares. The first two are used during startup. One is a function that takes an LP Chare index and an offset, and returns the global LP ID that resides on that chare at that offset. The second is a function that takes a global LP ID and returns the type of that LP. The remaining two functions are used for LP lookup during execution. One takes an LP ID and returns the LP Chare on which that LP resides and another takes an LP ID and returns the local storage offset of that LP. These two functions are the inverse of the first function that initially determined placement of LPs.

In addition to the above mapping changes, the models usually require minor changes to their main functions. These changes usually entail setting which maps to use, and setting some other CHARM++ specific variables such as the number of LP Chares a simulation is going to use. Concrete examples of the changes required to port the models are further presented in the results section, where the PHOLD and Dragonfly models are discussed in detail (Section 5).

4. BENEFITS OF THE CHARM++ VERSION OF ROSS

In this section, we describe the benefits of the CHARM++ version of ROSS. These include inherent benefits that the use of CHARM++’s programming model provides in the current version, as well as new features enabled by the runtime system that are being implemented and will be explored in detail in a future publication.

4.1 Better Expression of Simulation Components

One of the most important advantages of using CHARM++ for implementing ROSS is that the programming model of CHARM++ is a natural fit for implementing PDES. In the CHARM++’s programming model, as described in Section 2.3, an application implementation is composed of many chares executing concurrently, driven by asynchronous message communication. When a message is received for a chare, the runtime executes the appropriate method on the chare to handle the message. This model is analogous to PDES where several LPs are created to represent simulation entities and event handlers are executed on the LPs when events are available for them. Thus LPs and events map naturally to chares and messages. Moreover, similar to PDES models, which can have different types of LPs and events to simulate different types of entities and work, there can be many types of messages and chares in CHARM++ to trigger and perform different types of computation. As a result, use of CHARM++ provides a natural design and easy implementation of ROSS, which is in part evidenced by the smaller code base discussed in the next section.

4.2 Code Size and Complexity

Since the CHARM++ runtime system relieves ROSS from managing inter-process communication, network polling, and scheduling computation and communication, the size and complexity of the ROSS code base has been reduced significantly. The communication module of the ROSS code base, which contains a large amount of MPI code for conducting data exchange efficiently, has been removed. This has resulted in a much smaller code base. In fact, the SLOC count (significant lines of code count) has been reduced to nearly half its original value, from 7,277 in the MPI version to 3,991 in the CHARM++ version. This is despite the fact that the CHARM++ version of ROSS also includes additional code required for enabling migration of LPs, a feature that is not present in the MPI version. Moreover, since the CHARM++ runtime system manages scheduling of different types of work units (LPs, PEs, communication, etc.), the code base has been simplified since explicit scheduling of these work units need not be done by ROSS.

4.3 Ease and Freedom of Mapping

CHARM++ programmers are encouraged to design their applications in terms of chares and the interactions between them, instead of programming in terms of processes and cores. This relieves the programmers from the burden of mapping their computation tasks to processes and cores, and thus allows them to divide work into units natural to the computation. In ROSS, and in PDES in general, this means that a model writer can focus solely on the behavior of the LPs and map them to chares based on their interactions. As a result, the model writer does not have to worry about clustering the LPs to match the number of processes and cores they may be running on now or in the future. Instead, they can choose the number of chares that is most suitable to
their model, and let the runtime assign these chares to processes based on their computation load and communication pattern. A concrete example of this is shown in Section 5.2.4 for the dragonfly network model.

4.4 Features Enabled by CHARMM++

In addition to the benefits described above, use of CHARMM++ enables many new features that are difficult or infeasible to add to the MPI version of ROSS. Many of these features are currently under development, so their performance implications will be described in a future work.

4.4.1 Asynchronous GVT

As mentioned in Section 3.4, the computation of GVT using ROSS’s current scheme has been simplified by the CHARMM++ QD library. Moving forward, the flexibility provided by the adaptive and asynchronous nature of the runtime system presents opportunities to further restructure the GVT computation. Since computation and communication in CHARMM++ are asynchronous and non-blocking, GVT computation can be adaptively overlapped with event execution. An obvious optimization is to overlap the global reduction performed to compute the GVT post quiescence detection with event execution. A more complex scheme, similar to the one described by Mattern [21], will enable continuous computation of the GVT in the background, without the need for globally synchronizing all processes and intermittently blocking event execution for detecting quiescence.

4.4.2 Migratability

One of the most important benefits of the object oriented programming model of CHARMM++ is the ability to migrate chares. The use of LP Chares to host data belonging to LPs enables migration of LPs during execution of a simulation. In terms of implementation, this has been achieved in the CHARMM++ version of ROSS by defining a simple serializing-deserializing function for LP Chares using CHARMM++’s PUP framework [4]. Migratability of LPs leads to two new features in ROSS: automatic checkpoint-restart and load balancing. When directed by ROSS to checkpoint, the CHARMM++ runtime system migrates LPs to disk and the simulation can be restarted as part of a new job.

Load Balancing: In complex, long-running models, load imbalance and excess communication can hinder performance and scalability. Dynamic load balancing algorithms can help address this problem [10, 12] but may add complexity to both the PDES engine, or to specific models. The CHARMM++ runtime system eases this burden by making migratability a central tenet of its design. Migratability of LPs enables the CHARMM++ runtime system to periodically redistribute LPs in order to balance load among processes and reduce communication overhead. In the current implementation, the CHARMM++ version of ROSS is able to utilize basic load balancing strategies provided by the runtime system. Currently, we are working on developing PDES-specific load balancing strategies so that better performance can be obtained for complex models by utilizing extra information provided by the PDES engine and model.

4.4.3 TRAM

One common characteristic of many PDES simulations is communication of a high volume of fine-grained messages in the form of events. These numerous fine-grained messages can easily saturate the networks, and thus increase the simulation time. To optimize for such scenarios, CHARMM++ provides the Topological Routing and Aggregation Module that automatically aggregates smaller messages into larger ones [29]. In the past, Acun et al. [4] have already demonstrated the benefits of using TRAM for PDES simulations using a simple PDES mini-application. Based on those results, we plan to utilize TRAM to further improve the performance of ROSS.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Scalable performance is a major strength of ROSS that has lead to its widespread use in conducting large scale simulations [23, 24]. One of the primary reasons for the unprecedented event rate obtained by ROSS is its MPI-based communication engine that has been fine-tuned over a decade by the developers of ROSS. Hence, despite the benefits of the CHARMM++ version of ROSS described in the previous section, it is critical that it also provides performance comparable to the MPI version of ROSS. In this section, we study the performance of the two versions of ROSS using its most commonly evaluated models - PHOLD and Dragonfly [7, 23]. For these comparisons, we have used the latest version of ROSS as of December, 2015 [3].

5.1 PHOLD

PHOLD is one of the most commonly used models to evaluate the scalability of a PDES engine under varying communication load. It consists of a large number of LPs all of which perform similar work. At the beginning of a PHOLD simulation, a fixed number of events are scheduled on every LP. When an LP executes an event at time $T_o$, it creates a new event to be executed at time $T_o + T_e$. The offset, $T_e$, equals the sum of a fixed lookahead, $T_l$ and a random delay chosen using an exponential distribution. The new event is sent either to a randomly selected LP with probability $p$, or to the current LP with probability $1 - p$. $T_l$, $p$, and the mean of the exponential distribution are all model input parameters. The only work done by an LP when processing an event is the generation of a few numbers from a random distribution, which results in PHOLD being extremely fine-grained and communication intensive if $p$ is large.

5.1.1 Porting Process

Minimal changes are required to execute the version of PHOLD distributed with ROSS on top of the CHARMM++ version of ROSS. First, a few global variables used in PHOLD, e.g. the number of LPs, should be removed since they are provided by the CHARMM++ version of ROSS. As such, storing the model specific versions of these variables is redundant. Second, a new simple mapping function that returns the type of LP based on its global ID is required. Since PHOLD only has one type of LP, this mapper is a trivial two-line function that always returns the same LP type.

5.1.2 Experimental Set up

All the experiments have been performed on Vesta and Mira, IBM Blue Gene/Q systems at Argonne National Laboratory. The node count is varied from 512 to 32,768, where 64 processes are launched on each node to make use of all the hardware threads. On BG/Q, due to disjoint partitioning of jobs and minimal system noise, event rate does not change significantly across multiple trials.
In these weak-scaling experiments, the number of LPs is fixed at 40 LPs per process (or MPI rank), each of which receives 16 events at startup. The lookahead ($Ti$) and the simulation end time are set to 0.1 and 8,192, respectively. The percentage of remote events, $(100 + p)$, is varied from 10% to 100% to compare the two versions of ROSS under different communication loads.

### 5.1.3 Performance Results

Figure 4 compares the performance of PHOLD executed using the MPI and Charm++ versions of ROSS on a wide range of process counts. For both the versions, we observe that the event rate drops significantly as the percentage of remote events increase. This is expected because at a low remote percentage, most of the events are self-events, i.e. they are targeted at the LP which generates them. Hence, the number of messages communicated across the network is low. As the percentage of remote events increases, a higher volume of events are communicated to LPs located on other processes. Thus, the message send requires network communication and the amount of time spent in communication increases, which limits the observed event rate.

At low remote percentages (10 – 20%), both versions of PHOLD achieve a similar event rate irrespective of the process count being used. However, as the percentage of remote events increase, the Charm++ version of ROSS consistently achieves a higher event rate in comparison to the MPI version of ROSS. At 100% remote events, the Charm++ version outperforms the MPI version by 40%. This shows that when communication is dominant, the runtime controlled message-driven programming paradigm of Charm++ is able to better utilize the given resources. At 50% remote events, which is a more realistic scenario based on the dragonfly results from the next section, the Charm++ version improves the event rate by approximately 28%. Figure 4 shows that these improvements in the event rate are observed on all process counts, ranging from 32K processes (512 nodes) to two million processes (32K nodes).

### 5.1.4 Performance Analysis

To identify the reasons for the performance differences presented in the previous section, we used several performance analysis tools to trace the utilization of processes. For the Charm++ version of ROSS, we use Projections, a tracing tool built for Charm++ applications [18]. MPI-Trace library [11] is used to monitor the execution of the MPI version of ROSS. As a representative of other scenarios, we present the analysis for execution of PHOLD on 32,768 processes with 50% remote events.

Figure 5a shows that for the MPI version of ROSS, as much as 45 – 50% of the time is spent on communication, while the rest is spent on computation. In this profile, communication is time spent in MPI calls, which include $MPI_{Isend}$, $MPI_{Allreduce}$, and $MPI_{Iprobe}$. A more detailed look at the tracing data collected by MPI-Trace shows that half of the communication time is spent in the $MPI_{Allreduce}$ calls used when computing the GVT, while the remaining half is spent in sending, polling for, and receiving the point-to-point messages. A major fraction of the latter half is spent in polling the network for unexpected messages from unknown sources.

In contrast to the MPI version of ROSS, Figure 5b shows that the Charm++ version of ROSS spends approximately 75% of its time performing computation, while only the remaining 25% is spent in communication. In this profile, communication encompasses sending and receiving of events, global synchronization for the GVT, and any other overheads incurred by the runtime system while performing communication tasks. Since Projections traces are integrated with the Charm++ runtime system, Figure 5b provides a more detailed breakdown of time spent doing computation. Approximately 12% of the time is spent doing fossil collection, while 55% of time is spent in the main scheduling loop executing events. The remaining 8% is spent managing events, which entails checking for causality violations and performing necessary rollbacks, as well as pushing received events onto the pending events heap of the receiving LP.

The Charm++ version of ROSS is able to reduce the time spent in communication due to three reasons. First, Charm++ is a message-driven paradigm, so ROSS does not need to actively poll the network for incoming events. This saves a significant fraction of time since Charm++ performs such polling in an efficient manner using lower level constructs. Second, the GVT is computed using a highly optimized quiescence detection mechanism in Charm++, which is based on use of asynchronous operations. Third, since the runtime system schedules execution in Charm++, it is able to overlap communication and computation automatically. Figure 6 shows the number of messages received over time during event execution between two consecutive GVT com-
5.2 Dragonfly

The dragonfly model used in this section, which is similar to the one described in [23], allows us to study the performance of the two ROSS versions on a real application model. The LPs in the model are of three types: routers, terminals, and MPI processes. Three different built in communication patterns are used to drive the simulation from the MPI processes: 1) Uniform random - MPI ranks send messages to randomly selected partners, 2) Transpose - every MPI rank communicates with the MPI rank situated diagonally opposite to it if the ranks are arranged in a 2D grid, and 3) Nearest Nbr - all MPI ranks connected to a given router send messages to other MPI ranks connected to the same router only. As is apparent from their descriptions, these patterns result in completely different types of communication for the simulation engine.

5.2.1 Porting Process

Although, the dragonfly model is a much more complex model than PHOLD, the porting process is still very similar to the one we described for PHOLD and involves minimal coding changes. The main difference is the use of a model specified mapping of LPs to LP Chares, instead of the default block mapping used by PHOLD. This necessitated a few key changes in the code. First, a few global variables used for mapping in the MPI version of ROSS are tied to the MPI processes, e.g. the variable that stores the number of LPs per MPI process. These variables have been either removed, or changed to be contained in the LP Chares. Second, the mapper that maps LPs to MPI processes is changed to map LPs to LP Chares instead. This change is mainly an API change, as the mapping logic itself remains the same. Third, a new mapper that returns the LP types based on their ID has been added.

5.2.2 Experimental Set up

Experiments for the dragonfly model have been done on Mira and Vulcan, a IBM Blue Gene/Q system at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Allocations of sizes 512 nodes to 8,192 nodes have been used, with 64 processes being executed on every node. As mentioned above, due to the nature of BG/Q allocations, performance statistics had minimal variability between trials. Two different configurations of the dragonfly network are simulated on these supercomputers for the three traffic patterns described above.
The first configuration of the dragonfly uses 80 routers per group, with 40 terminals and 40 global connection per router. This results in a system with 256,080 routers and 10,243,200 terminals being simulated, with one MPI process per terminal. The second larger configuration consists of 160 routers per group, with 80 terminals and 80 global connections per router. This system contains 2,048,160 routers and 163,852,800 terminals in total.

5.2.3 Performance Results
The 256K router configuration of dragonfly is simulated on 32K to 131K processes. Figure 7 shows the observed event rate for these strong scaling experiments using all three traffic patterns. It can be seen that for each traffic pattern, the CHARM++ version of ROSS outperforms its MPI counterpart. For two of the traffic patterns, Uniform random and Nearest Nbr, the CHARM++ version provides performance gains up to 131K processes. In contrast, the MPI version sees a dip in performance after 65K processes. It is worth noting that at 131K processes, we are simulating the dragonfly at its extreme limits since there are only one to two routers per process. Though the number of terminals is much higher, a large fraction of communication is directed towards the routers in a dragonfly simulation, which makes it the primary simulation bottleneck.

For the larger 2M router configuration, Figure 8 shows distinct patterns in the performance of both versions. At every data point, the CHARM++ version achieves significantly higher event rate than the MPI version. At 524K processes, an event rate advantage of 4× is observed for the Transpose pattern. For the Uniform random pattern, 2× improvement in the event rate is observed. The most extreme case is the Nearest Nbr pattern where we see the CHARM++ version achieving more than 2× the event rate of the MPI version at 65K processes. This advantage increases to 5× at 262K processes, and skyrockets to 60× at 524K processes, mainly because of the drop in the performance of the MPI version.

5.2.4 Performance Analysis
To analyze the performance for the dragonfly model, we look at two key factors: remote event percentage and efficiency. In these experiments, both these factors are impacted by how LP mapping is performed in the dragonfly model. The mapping in both versions of the dragonfly model is a modified linear mapping that maps each LP type separately. Each execution unit (MPI process in the MPI version, or LP Chare in the CHARM++ version) is assigned approximately the same number of router LPs, terminal LPs, and MPI LPs. To do so, LPs are assigned IDs to preserve locality. If there are x terminals per router, then the x terminals connected to the first router are given the first x IDs, followed by the terminals connected to the second router, and so on. A similar method is taken for assigning the IDs to MPI LPs.

In an ideal scenario, when the number of routers LPs (and hence the number of terminal and MPI LPs) is a multiple of the number of processes, the above mentioned ID assignment guarantees that terminals and MPI ranks that connect to a router are mapped to the same process/execution unit. However, when the number of routers is not a multiple of the number of processes, an even distribution of terminal and MPI LPs to all processes leads to them being on processes different from their router. This results in bad performance for the MPI version of ROSS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MPI</th>
<th>Charm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>51.40%</td>
<td>33.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpose</td>
<td>34.80%</td>
<td>5.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearest Nbr</td>
<td>43.11%</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dragonfly remote event percentage.
In the Charm++ version of ROSS this issue is easy to handle. Since the number of LP Chares can be chosen at runtime, we can always ensure that terminal LPs and MPI LPs are co-located with their routers on a single LP chare. This advantage of the Charm++ version of ROSS follows from the fact that Charm++ frees the programmer from having to worry about the specifics of the hardware the application is executed on. Instead, the work units of a Charm++ application are the chares, and we have the flexibility to set the number of chares to yield the best performance. In this particular experiment, the best performance was achieved when there was exactly one router (and it’s associated terminals and MPI processes) per chare.

Table 1 provides empirical evidence for the issue described above by presenting the average remote communication for each of the traffic patterns simulated in the dragonfly model. Here, remote communication is the percentage of committed events that had to be sent remotely. It does not include anti-events, or remote events that were rolled back. It is easy to see that the Charm++ version requires less remote communication for every pattern, since many of the events are sent among LPs within the same chare. This is especially evident in the Nearest Nbr pattern where the Charm++ version has less than 1% remote events in contrast to 43% remote events for the MPI version.

The mapping and its impact on remote events also directly affects the efficiency of each model. Figure 9 shows the efficiency for the different traffic patterns simulated in the dragonfly model. Here, efficiency is calculated as $1 - \frac{R}{N}$ where $R$ is the number of events rolled back, and $N$ is the total number of events executed. We see that the effect is particularly pronounced for the Nearest Nbr traffic pattern. In the Charm++ version, nearly all events are sent locally, so there is very little chance for causality errors to occur. Because of this the Charm++ version maintains 99% efficiency at all process counts, whereas the MPI version drops significantly in efficiency as the process count increases, eventually reaching an efficiency of $-705\%$ at 524K processes.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown the suitability of Charm++, a parallel adaptive runtime system, for designing and implementing PDES engines and models. The re-targeting of ROSS from MPI has simplified and reduced the ROSS code base, while simultaneously enabling new features such as asynchronous GVT computation and dynamic load balancing. Furthermore, the Charm++ version of ROSS provides significantly better performance in comparison to its MPI counterpart. In the paper, we showed that the communication volume increases in the PHOLD benchmark, the gap in the performance of Charm++ and MPI version also increases. For the dragonfly model, irrespective of the communication pattern being simulated, the Charm++ version not only provides higher event rate, it also scales to higher core counts. Moreover, due to the features discussed in this paper (checkpointing and load balancing), the Charm++ version of ROSS is also better suited for simulating dynamic and complex models with long run times.
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